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Are you ready to make the conscious choice to embody an enlightened perspective and to

experience an ascended state of being?The guidance and angel energy found within Ascension

Angel Messages will help you to lift in love to connect with the wisdom of the angels. As you read

the angel messages based on direct angel channeling from Melanie Beckler, you will experience

angelic healing, love and light which will assist you in progressing on your ascension path.

Ascension is the path of love and is available for all who are willing to consciously evolve through

aligning with higher consciousness and with the Divine. If you are ready to fully awaken as the

spiritual being that you are, the Archangels are your perfect allies, and this book will guide you to

rise above the limited perspective of ego andÂ toÂ awaken beyond duality.Archangel Metatron,

Archangel Michael, Archangel Muriel, Archangel Haniel, the Angel Guide Orion and Archangel Uriel

will help youÂ to progress on your ascension path into higher levels of love and light.
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Melanie Becklers book is a divine work of art. Her messages from across the veil are beautiful and

uplifting. In her book we are reminded that we need to open our self to love, that we are of one

source of energy and light. Melanie and her book are just amazing. Love you! Thank You!

Melanie is truly an inspiration to all who aspire to serving humanity through this ascension process.

Her connection with the Angelic Realm is pure and unquestionable. I am, as always, so grateful for

her channellings. I have already found this book to be a beautiful asset and compliment to my own

process of awakening. Thank you Melanie for your profound contribution to planet earth's ascension

process. Your link to the heavenly realm is a divine beacon guiding all who choose to follow the path

of Love and Light. The divine in me honors the divine in you.

Melanie Beckler writes with such clarity and grace, I feel transported by her messages. I highly

recommend this book.

absoloutely beautiful channelled messages tuition in an easy way learn to connect with the angelic

realm and have access to their healing frequencies and wisdom right now. excellent investment for

those ready to develop x

I am a member of the online community Ask-Angels lovingly created by Melanie Beckler where she

radiantly shines her light of love on all who are blessed to know her. This is the first time I have used

Kindle and I downloaded her new book and was immediately captivated. I think I like receiving the

messages from the Angelic Realm through the printed word as much as I do through the audio and

video messages she creates. I could actually hear her enchanting voice as I read the words of Saint

Michael. I would recommend this new book by Melanie Beckler to anyone who wishes to connect

with Archangel Michael or any of the other Archangels she hears in her stream of consciousness.

Melanie is filled with the joy and happiness and peace of mind that comes from being aligned with

God's Will for her life. She is someone very special and I am very excited about her new book.

Another amazing GEM from Melanie ! You will definitely find Pearls of Wisdom in this latest volume

of Divine Angelic Loving Messages. Share this with everyone....They will thank you.

Just when I thought she could not out do herself, she did!! I absolutely loved this book, from the

minute I made the purchase from the turn of the last page, I felt loved! I felt lifted, my vibration was



soaring! I am a true follower of Melanie, I am a member of her website, I have purchased courses

and just recently become a Certified Angel Energy Healing Practitioner through her wonderful

certification course.Thank you again Melanie for who you are and for accepting that role, which I am

sure at times was no easy task. You are heaven sent!! Now, start writing your biography!! In love &

service, Donna Paris.

Melanie Beckler's gift is amazing and I am so very grateful for her sharing. This book contains

messages that can change your life in many ways. Your spiritual path unfolds as the words and

energies held here enable you to see the truth and incorporate it within you to move on to the next

step towards your ultimate goal of remembering who you are and becoming!
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